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Do you know the features that you need to look for in antivirus software for Android? Besides its
capability to determine as well as clean up computer viruses and other spyware and adware
programs, it must possess a constantly kept up to date database of recognized computer virus
threats and have the ability to scan all the essential Android system files for infections on
demand. Real-time scanning as well as inspecting of mobile applications for viruses are some
of the other features to look for. Anti-theft protection features tend to be a desirable feature. The
program must make it effortless to find the device in the event of theft as well as safeguard
information kept on it. Checking SMS service content for malware is another feature that you
need to consider.

Best Antivirus For Android: Reviews

Given that you may share extremely sensitive information such as credit card information
whenever buying by means of your Android phone, it is crucial that you have an antivirus
software program that protects against hacking risks. Here are a few cost-free as well as paid
software programs which are good candidates.

AVG Antivirus Free

Among the best antivirus programs available for Android system is definitely AVG Antivirus
Free. It gives you a comprehensive diagnostic of all SMS, email, applications as well as storage
devices, which are an integral part of the Android phone. It contains malware scan features,
together with theft protection that can help you safeguard important data, in the event your
mobile phone gets stolen. SMS spam security is in addition provided. Similar to the personal
computer edition, this totally free AVG application for Android is an extremely dependable
option.

SMobile Security Shield

An additional challenger for the distinction of very best antivirus for Android is SMobile Security
shield, which retails for $29.99. This is a custom-designed application for Android OS that
includes an antivirus program, a back up support feature as well as anti - theft service, which
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can allow you to get rid of crucial information after a loss.

Super Security Standard

One of the free antivirus programs for Android phones is Super Security standard edition. Along
with a real-time as well as on demand scanning option, it offers each and every fundamental
protection features that you desire. Super security provides cloud based antivirus engine to help
you get rid of malware. It also provides a 'strongbox' to hide your sensitive data.

AVG Antivirus Pro

The sophisticated anti-virus protection option furnished by AVG is Antivirus Pro. This consists of
each of the features from the free version, together with additional features. This consists of
powerful anti-SMS spam security as well as on demand tech support team if needed. It costs
$9.99.

As you can see, there are a number of low cost/no-cost options for Android AV protection. The
choices mentioned above are all good, so make sure you don't take any risks with your Android
and go with one of them.

Kaspersky Mobile Security

Kaspersky is the leading antivirus internet security company and they have extended their
expertise to mobile smartphone security through Kaspersky Mobile Security - highly
recommended!
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